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ABSTRACT
We present ultraviolet, optical and infrared photometry and optical spectroscopy of
the type Ic superluminous supernova (SLSN) Gaia16apd (= SN 2016eay), covering
its evolution from 26 d before the g-band peak to 234.1 d after the peak. Gaia16apd
was followed as a part of the NOT Unbiased Transient Survey (NUTS). It is one of
the closest SLSNe known (z = 0.102 ± 0.001), with detailed optical and ultraviolet
(UV) observations covering the peak. Gaia16apd is a spectroscopically typical type
Ic SLSN, exhibiting the characteristic blue early spectra with O ii absorption, and
reaches a peak Mg = −21.8±0.1 mag. However, photometrically it exhibits an evolution
intermediate between the fast- and slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, with an early
evolution closer to the fast-declining events. Together with LSQ12dlf, another SLSN
with similar properties, it demonstrates a possible continuum between fast- and slowly-
declining events. It is unusually UV-bright even for a SLSN, reaching a non-K-corrected
Muvm2 ' −23.3 mag, the only other type Ic SLSN with similar UV brightness being
SN 2010gx. Assuming that Gaia16apd was powered by magnetar spin-down, we derive
a period of P = 1.9 ± 0.2 ms and a magnetic field of B = 1.9 ± 0.2 × 1014 G for the
magnetar. The estimated ejecta mass is between 8 and 16 M and the kinetic energy
between 1.3 and 2.5 × 1052 erg, depending on opacity and assuming that the entire
ejecta is swept up into a thin shell. Despite the early photometric differences, the
spectra at late times are similar to slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, implying that the
two subclasses originate from similar progenitors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Superluminous supernovae (SLSNe) are explosions of mas-
sive stars that reach peak absolute magnitudes ≤ −21 mag
(e.g. Quimby et al. 2011; Gal-Yam 2012), making them up to
hundreds of times brighter than normal supernovae (SNe).
Like normal core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe), SLSNe are
divided into hydrogen-rich (type II) and hydrogen-poor
(type I) events based on their spectroscopy. Some SLSNe
evolve to spectroscopically resemble normal type Ic SNe a
few weeks after maximum light (e.g. Pastorello et al. 2010;
Inserra et al. 2013) and are called type Ic SLSNe. They are
rare events, with an estimated rate of 0.01 per cent of the
CCSN rate (Quimby et al. 2013; McCrum et al. 2015). The
host galaxies of type Ic SLSNe are typically faint and metal-
poor (e.g. Chen et al. 2013, 2015; Perley et al. 2016), and low
metallicity has been suggested to be necessary for their pro-
genitors. Type Ic SLSNe include both slowly declining events
such as SN 2007bi (Gal-Yam et al. 2009) or PTF12dam
(Nicholl et al. 2013), whose decline rates initially resem-
ble 56Co decay (e.g. Inserra et al. 2017), and significantly
faster-declining events such as SN 2005ap (Quimby et al.
2007), SN 2010gx (Pastorello et al. 2010) or SN 2011ke (In-
serra et al. 2013). The e-folding decline time-scales of fast-
and slowly-declining events appear to be clustered around
30 d and 70 d respectively, but this bimodality may not be
significant (Nicholl et al. 2015).
Different power sources have been suggested to ac-
count for the high luminosity of SLSNe. Slowly declin-
ing SN 2007bi-like events (e.g. Gal-Yam et al. 2009) have
been suggested to be pair-instability SNe (PISNe; Heger &
Woosley 2002), where an extremely massive star is com-
pletely disrupted in a thermonuclear runaway process. How-
ever, in recent studies (e.g. Dessart et al. 2013; McCrum
et al. 2014; Lunnan et al. 2016) such events have been found
incompatible with PISN models (Kasen et al. 2011). The
decay of 56Ni cannot be the primary power source, as it
fails to produce both the required peak luminosity and the
tail-phase light curve self-consistently (Quimby et al. 2011).
Interaction with a circumstellar medium (CSM) remains a
plausible way to power at least some SLSNe (e.g. Chevalier
& Irwin 2011); however, fine-tuning of the CSM mass and
density is required in order to explain some of the obser-
vational properties of type Ic SLSNe (Nicholl et al. 2015).
Furthermore, type Ic SLSNe do not show signs of CSM in-
teraction in their spectra (e.g. Nicholl et al. 2014). The cur-
rently dominant explanation for the luminosity is a central
engine such as the spin-down of a millisecond magnetar with
B ∼ 1014 G (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010) or possi-
bly accretion onto a black hole from fall-back of ejected ma-
terial (Dexter & Kasen 2013). Inserra et al. (2017) did, how-
ever, find that interaction with a small amount of CSM may
be present in slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, even though
they favoured the magnetar engine as the primary power
source.
In this paper, we present photometric and spectroscopic
observations and analysis of the type Ic SLSN Gaia16apd.
We show that, early on, this event resembles the archetypal
fast-declining type Ic SLSN, SN 2010gx. Later it evolves in
a way intermediate between the fast- and slowly-declining
type Ic SLSNe. Gaia16apd exhibits an ultraviolet (UV)
brightness much higher than slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe,
and is one of a scant few other type Ic SLSNe so far with
good UV sampling, highlighting the necessity of UV obser-
vations for understanding the variation inside this class of
SLSNe. We use magnetar light curve models to estimate
physical parameters for the explosion and compare the late-
time (151.6 to 234.1 d after maximum light) spectra to the
slowly-declining events, showing a striking similarity despite
the differences in the early photometric evolution.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Throughout the paper, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy with H0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.286 and
ΩΛ = 0.714 (Bennett et al. 2014). The redshift of the SN
(z = 0.102±0.001; see Section 2.2) corresponds to a luminos-
ity distance dL = 473.3+5.0−4.9 Mpc and a distance modulus of
µ = 38.38±0.03. A Galactic reddening of E(B−V)gal = 0.0132
mag was adopted using the Galactic dust maps by Schlafly
& Finkbeiner (2011).
2.1 Discovery and classification
Gaia16apd (= SN 2016eay) was discovered by the Gaia
Photometric Science Alerts programme1 of the Gaia satel-
lite (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) operated by the Eu-
ropean Space Agency (ESA) on 2016 May 16.80 UT (MJD
= 57524.80) at α = 12h02m51.s71, δ = +44◦15′27.′′40 (J2000.0)
with a brightness of 17.35 mag in the Gaia G-band. The dis-
covery was reported on the Gaia Photometric Science Alerts
website on May 18. The last Gaia non-detection, with a lim-
iting magnitude of ≥ 20.5 mag, is from April 5.2 UT. Later
g-band non-detections on April 9.7 ± 8.5 d (co-added) and
April 18.3, down to limiting magnitudes of 22.1 mag and
21.0 mag respectively, were made by the Intermediate Palo-
mar Transient Factory2 (iPTF). The target was recovered
in images taken with the Palomar 60-inch Telescope (P60)
on May 12.3 (MJD 57520.32) at g = 17.3 ± 0.2 mag (Yan
et al. 2016). Kangas et al. (2016) determined the redshift of
Gaia16apd to be z = 0.102 using host galaxy lines – result-
ing in an absolute discovery magnitude of ∼ −21.0 mag –
and classified the event as a type I SLSN using the 2.56-m
Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT; Djupvik & Andersen 2010)
as part of the NOT Un-biased Transient Survey (NUTS)3
collaboration (Mattila et al. 2016).
2.2 Host galaxy
Figure 1 shows the location of the SN and its faint host
galaxy in our first r-band image from the NOT using the
Andalucia Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (AL-
FOSC) instrument and a pre-explosion Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) image, with the field stars that have been
used for calibrating the NOT images (see Section 2.3).
According to SDSS Data Release 13 (SDSS Collaboration
et al. 2016), the g-band magnitude of the host galaxy SDSS
J120251.71+441527.4 is 21.73±0.06 mag. Narrow, persistent
1 http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/
2 http://www.ptf.caltech.edu/iptf
3 csp2.lco.cl/not
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Figure 1. SDSS image of the field of Gaia16apd (left) and our first r-band image from NOT/ALFOSC (right). The position of Gaia16apd
is indicated with red tick marks in both images, and the stars used in the photometric calibration of the NOT images have been marked
with squares. The two 2MASS stars in the field are marked with blue squares. These two stars were used to calibrate both the optical
and the NIR images. The stars marked with red squares were only used to calibrate the optical images.
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Figure 2. HST/COS spectrum of Gaia16apd (Yan et al. 2016) at the rest frame of the SN (yellow) and in the Milky Way rest frame
(i.e. the observed spectrum; grey). The black spectra were obtained by Savitzky-Golay smoothing. The observed spectrum was shifted
to facilitate comparisons. Spectral features indicated by red lines are formed both in the host galaxy of the SN and in the Milky Way.
Green lines indicate features originating in the Milky Way, and blue is for features originating in the host galaxy. In general, the line
identifications are similar to those in Yan et al. (2016).
Balmer emission lines and [O iii] λλ4959, 5007 attributed to
the host galaxy are visible in each spectrum of Gaia16apd
(see Section 2.4). Using these narrow lines, we derived a red-
shift of z = 0.102± 0.001, which was adopted for Gaia16apd.
This redshift is consistent with the values of 0.1018 and
0.1013 reported by Yan et al. (2016) and Nicholl et al. (2017),
respectively. Thus the non-K-corrected absolute magnitude
is Mg = −16.69 ± 0.07 mag, consistent with the faint dwarf
galaxies that typically host type I SLSNe (Leloudas et al.
2015; Lunnan et al. 2015; Perley et al. 2016). We estimated
an upper limit for the [N ii] λ6583 / Hα ratio as log [N
ii]λ6583/Hα . −0.80 dex. The measured average [O iii]
λ5007 / H β ratio is log [O iii]λ5007/H β = 0.68 ± 0.05 dex.
These values are again consistent with other type I SLSN
host galaxies. Thus the host galaxy of Gaia16apd seems typi-
cal for a type Ic SLSN. Using the R23 diagnostic (Kobulnicky
et al. 1999), we obtain an estimated metallicity of 0.2 Z, in
agreement with Nicholl et al. (2017).
No Na i D absorption lines from the ISM in the host
galaxy were detected in the optical spectra. However, a Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST ) spectrum from MJD 57541.2 (7.9
d before g-band peak) observed with the COS instrument,
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 3. As Figure 2, but zoomed in to the Ly α region used
to estimate the column density of neutral hydrogen in the host
galaxy. We have overlaid modeled absorption profiles for L α for
three column densities of neutral hydrogen in the host, NH: 1.5 ×
1020 cm−2 (grey), 2.5 × 1020 cm−2 (brown) and 3.5 × 1020 cm−2
(black dashed).
published by Yan et al. (2016), was used to roughly estimate
the host galaxy extinction. The calibrated spectrum (Fig-
ure 2) was obtained from the HST archive. Several spec-
tral lines formed in the host galaxy of the SN and in the
Milky Way are noted. In general, the host lines are some-
what stronger than lines formed in the Milky Way – partic-
ularly for the high-ionisation doublets C iv λλ1548,1551 and
Si iv λλ1394,1403, and to some extent Si iii λ1206. A notice-
able difference in strength is also noted for N i λλ1200,1201,
where the absorption in the host is much stronger than
in the Milky Way, possibly indicating enhanced nitrogen
abundance in the host. S ii and Si ii lines are more simi-
lar in strength for the two galaxies. In Figure 3, we have
overlaid modeled absorption profiles for L α for three col-
umn densities of neutral hydrogen in the host, NH, namely
1.5×1020 cm−2, 2.5×1020 cm−2 and 3.5×1020 cm−2. Although
the baseline for the absorption line is not well defined, the
fit for Lα suggests a column density within this range – we
adopt 2.5 ± 1.0 × 1020 cm−2 as our estimate. Using the re-
lation between E(B − V) and NH of Gu¨ver & O¨zel (2009),
this would result in E(B − V)host = 0.04 ± 0.02 mag assum-
ing Solar metallicity. At the metallicity of the host, 0.2 Z,
E(B − V)host ∼ 0.01 mag would be closer to the truth, con-
sidering the typical gas-to-dust mass ratio as a function of
metallicity (Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2014). Thus we adopt an es-
timated E(B−V)host = 0.010±0.005 mag, a value comparable
to the foreground E(B−V)gal = 0.0132 mag. This results in a
non-negligible correction in the UV, e.g. 0.09 ± 0.05 mag in
uvm2.
2.3 Photometry
Optical and near-infrared (NIR) photometric follow-up ob-
servations were performed using the NOT as a part of the
NUTS programme. Optical imaging in the UBVri bands was
obtained using ALFOSC, while NIR imaging in the JHKs
bands was obtained with the NOT near-infrared Camera and
spectrograph (NOTCam) instrument. Optical photometric
observations in the RI bands were also performed using
the 0.5-m robotic telescope pt5m (Hardy et al. 2015) on La
Palma, Canary Islands, and VRI -band observations using
the 0.8-m robotic Joan Oro´ Telescope (TJO) at the Montsec
Astronomical Observatory (OAdM4), Lleida, Spain. UV and
UBV-band photometry was performed with the Ultravio-
let/Optical Telescope (UVOT) aboard Swift (the first Swift
observations are reported in a telegram by Blagorodnova
et al. 2016). We also included the public Gaia photometry
points, converted to V-band according to Jordi et al. (2010),
and the iPTF pre-discovery g-band point (Yan et al. 2016).
Gaia16apd was observable until early August 2016, at which
point it was obscured by the Sun. Observations resumed at
the end of October 2016.
Reduction of the optical NOT images was done using
the custom pipeline foscgui5. The NIR data were reduced
using a slightly modified version of the NOTCam Quicklook
v2.5 reduction package6. Both use standard iraf7 tasks.
The zero points of the ri images were calibrated relative
to 12 nearby stars with magnitudes available at the SDSS
Data Release 13 SkyServer8. The UBV magnitudes of the
same field stars were calibrated using the standard star fields
GD 246 and PG 1047 observed on the photometric nights
of 2016 July 13 and 2017 January 26, respectively. The
zero points of the JHKs images were calibrated relative to
two nearby Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie
et al. 2006)9 stars. The photometry was performed using
the SNOoPy package10 inside the quba pipeline (Valenti
et al. 2011), which fits the point spread function (PSF) us-
ing the iraf package daophot. The residuals from the PSF
fits were minimal, indicating that a single point source is a
good approximation for the SN and the host galaxy com-
bined. Images from pt5m were reduced by an automatic
pipeline that performs bias and flat-field correction and uses
the SExtractor package (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to ex-
tract magnitudes. Images from TJO were bias-, dark- and
flat-field-corrected using the ccdproc package in astropy
(Craig et al. 2015). Astrometry was performed using As-
trometry.net (Lang et al. 2010), and instrumental magni-
tudes obtained using SExtractor. Preliminary photome-
try from pt5m and TJO was collected at the Cambridge
Photometric Calibration Server11. Final PSF photometry
and colour-term calibrations were performed with standard
iraf tasks using local SDSS stars and the conversion for-
mulae by Jordi et al. (2006) to obtain gri magnitudes. Swift
photometry was reduced using the uvotsource task in the
HEAsoft package.
The early photometry has not been corrected for host
galaxy contamination. However, given that the host galaxy
4 http://www.oadm.cat
5 http://sngroup.oapd.inaf.it/foscgui.html
6 http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/guide/observe.
html#reductions
7 iraf is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observa-
tory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Re-
search in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
8 http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr13/en/home.aspx
9 http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/
10 http://sngroup.oapd.inaf.it/snoopy.html
11 http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/followup/
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Table 1. Log of optical photometric observations of Gaia16apd. SDSS magnitudes are reported in the AB system, while other
magnitudes are in the Vega system. No K-corrections have been applied. The host galaxy magnitudes (from SDSS) have been
subtracted from points marked with an asterisk (*).
Phasea MJD Telescope U B g V r i
(d) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
−22.1 57524.8 Gaia – – – 17.39±0.06 – –
−22.0 57524.9 Gaia – – – 17.35±0.07 – –
−18.3 57528.9 TJO – – – – 17.31±0.01 17.50±0.02
−17.6 57529.7 Swift 15.62±0.03 16.95±0.04 – 16.95±0.08 – –
−15.8 57531.7 Swift 15.61±0.04 16.91±0.06 – 16.90±0.10 – –
−15.5 57532.0 NOT 15.56±0.19 16.76±0.03 – 16.91±0.03 17.20±0.08 17.31±0.08
−14.7 57532.9 pt5m – – – – 17.08±0.03 –
−14.5 57533.2 Swift 15.43±0.05 16.70±0.07 – 16.75±0.12 – –
−13.7 57534.0 pt5m – – – – 16.99±0.03 17.21±0.08
−12.9 57534.9 pt5m – – – – 16.98±0.02 –
−12.0 57535.9 NOT – 16.77±0.03 – 16.79±0.03 17.01±0.04 17.13±0.04
−12.0 57535.9 TJO – – 16.59±0.01 – 16.98±0.01 17.15±0.01
−11.1 57536.9 pt5m – – – – 16.89±.02 –
−10.6 57537.5 Swift 15.38±0.04 16.75±0.05 – 16.61±0.08 – –
−9.3 57538.9 pt5m – – – – 16.75±0.05 –
−8.3 57539.9 pt5m – – – – 16.84±0.03 –
−7.4 57540.9 pt5m – – – – 16.78±0.02 17.00±0.04
−6.9 57541.5 Swift 15.26±0.04 16.60±0.05 – 16.52±0.08 – –
−6.5 57541.9 TJO – – 16.47±0.01 – 16.78±0.01 16.95±0.01
−6.5 57542.0 NOT 15.20±0.08 16.68±0.04 – 16.61±0.04 16.81±0.04 16.90±0.04
−5.6 57542.9 pt5m – – – – 16.66±0.02 –
−5.2 57543.3 Swift 15.31±0.04 16.52±0.05 – 16.44±0.08 – –
−4.7 57543.9 pt5m – – – – 16.70±0.02 16.83±0.06
−3.8 57544.9 pt5m – – – – 16.69±0.02 16.89±0.05
−3.5 57545.3 Swift 15.33±0.04 16.52±0.05 – 16.57±0.08 – –
−2.9 57545.9 pt5m – – – – 16.67±0.02 –
−2.0 57546.9 pt5m – – – – 16.55±0.02 –
−1.6 57547.3 Swift 15.31±0.03 16.51±0.04 – 16.46±0.07 – –
−1.0 57548.0 TJO – – 16.41±0.01 – 16.68±0.01 16.83±0.01
1.3 57550.6 Swift 15.34±0.04 16.50±0.04 – 16.52±0.08 – –
1.7 57550.9 TJO – – – – 16.71±0.01 16.84±0.01
3.5 57553.0 NOT 15.74±0.05 16.61±0.14 – 16.46±0.04 16.77±0.08 16.85±0.08
3.8 57553.3 Swift 15.52±0.06 16.57±0.07 – – – –
5.2 57554.9 Gaia – – – 16.64±0.12 – –
6.2 57555.9 pt5m – – – – 16.70±0.04 –
6.2 57555.9 TJO – – 16.55±0.01 – 16.74±0.01 16.89±0.01
7.1 57556.9 Swift 15.62±0.04 16.59±0.05 – 16.51±0.08 – –
9.3 57559.4 Swift 15.67±0.04 16.55±0.05 – 16.42±0.09 – –
11.8 57562.1 Swift 15.78±0.05 16.73±0.05 – 16.61±0.08 – –
13.5 57564.0 NOT 15.92±0.12 16.86±0.05 – 16.72±0.05 16.84±0.05 16.94±0.05
16.2 57566.9 pt5m – – – – 16.85±0.02 16.95±0.08
18.9 57569.9 pt5m – – – – 16.94±0.03 16.92±0.05
19.9 57571.0 NOT 16.34±0.13 17.16±0.03 – 17.07±0.03 17.06±0.05 16.94±0.05
22.5 57573.9 pt5m – – – – 17.04±0.02 17.17±0.06
23.4 57574.9 pt5m – – – – 17.04±0.02 17.06±0.08
29.7 57581.8 Gaia – – – 17.40±0.07 – –
29.7 57581.9 Gaia – – – 17.37±0.06 – –
38.0 57590.9 NOT – 18.35±0.08 – 17.46±0.07 17.45±0.06 17.25±0.06
38.2 57591.2 Swift 17.77±0.18 18.52±0.24 – 17.71±0.25 – –
41.7 57595.0 Swift 17.64±0.20 18.03±0.20 – 17.83±0.26 – –
130.8 57693.2 NOT – – – *19.48±0.08 *19.68±0.10 *19.47±0.09
138.3 57701.5 Gaia – – – *19.83±0.08 – –
162.4 57728.1 NOT 21.07±0.18 *22.04±0.15 – *20.24±0.13 *20.35±0.10 *20.12±0.09
169.8 57736.2 NOT – *22.28±0.15 – *20.44±0.13 *20.77±0.10 *20.72±0.09
183.4 57751.2 NOT – *22.30±0.18 – *20.66±0.17 *20.79±0.10 *20.96±0.09
209.7 57780.2 NOT – *23.83±0.16 – *21.49±0.13 *21.85±0.10 *22.17±0.09
a Rest-frame days since absolute g-band peak at MJD 57549.1.
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Figure 4. Extinction- and K-corrected absolute magnitude light curves of Gaia16apd. The reference date is the g-band peak.
Table 2. Log of Swift UV photometric observations of
Gaia16apd. Magnitudes are reported in the Vega system. No K-
corrections have been applied.
Phase MJD uvw2 uvm2 uvw1
(d) (mag) (mag) (mag)
−17.6 57529.7 15.71±0.04 15.27±0.04 15.15±0.04
−15.8 57531.7 15.76±0.04 15.26±0.04 15.19±0.05
−14.5 57533.2 15.77±0.04 – 15.14±0.05
−10.6 57537.5 15.82±0.04 15.37±0.04 15.16±0.04
−6.9 57541.5 15.91±0.04 15.40±0.04 15.16±0.04
−5.2 57543.3 15.97±0.05 15.53±0.05 15.24±0.05
−3.5 57545.3 16.15±0.04 15.66±0.04 15.36±0.05
−1.6 57547.3 16.11±0.05 15.67±0.04 15.41±0.04
1.3 57550.6 16.24±0.05 15.82±0.04 15.47±0.04
7.1 57556.9 16.63±0.05 16.22±0.05 15.95±0.05
9.3 57559.4 16.78±0.05 16.46±0.05 –
11.8 57562.1 17.18±0.05 16.62±0.05 16.25±0.06
38.2 57591.2 19.31±0.20 19.26±0.17 18.86±0.26
41.7 57595.0 19.08±0.26 19.40±0.31 18.50±0.28
is faint, g = 21.73 ± 0.06 mag (over 4 mag fainter than the
SN around peak), this contamination is on the order of a
few per cent around the peak and has no significant effect
on our analysis. At 130 d, the contamination is on the or-
der of 15 per cent, and the host galaxy magnitudes (from
SDSS) have been subtracted from the late-time photome-
try, using the Jordi et al. (2006) conversions when needed.
The photometry was corrected for Galactic extinction be-
fore K-correction, and for host extinction (see Section 2.2)
after K-correction, using the Cardelli et al. (1989) law. SDSS
magnitudes are reported in the AB system, while other mag-
Table 3. Log of NOT/NOTCam NIR photometric observations
of Gaia16apd. Magnitudes are reported in the Vega system. No
K-corrections have been applied.
Phase MJD J H K
(d) (mag) (mag) (mag)
1.7 57551.0 16.59±0.08 16.23±0.15 16.59±0.15
11.6 57561.9 16.32±0.08 16.79±0.15 16.85±0.15
31.6 57583.9 16.20±0.08 16.68±0.15 16.35±0.15
57.0 57611.9 17.13±0.08 17.36±0.15 17.25±0.15
141.7 57705.2 18.51±0.08 18.49±0.15 17.94±0.15
171.6 57738.2 18.79±0.08 18.69±0.15 –
194.3 57763.2 19.54±0.08 19.42±0.15 19.03±0.15
Table 4. K-corrections applied in different bands close to the g-
band peak, obtained using the ALFOSC optical spectrum at 3.5
d and the HST/STIS UV spectrum (Yan et al. 2016) at 3.7 d.
The K-corrections are added to the uncorrected magnitudes.
Observed band Corrected band K-correction
(mag)
uvw2 (Vega) uvw2 (Vega) -0.23±0.10
uvm2 (Vega) uvm2 (Vega) -0.24±0.01
uvw1 (Vega) uvw1 (Vega) -0.17±0.12
U (Vega) U (Vega) -0.01±0.02
B (Vega) B (Vega) 0.18±0.01
V (Vega) g (AB) 0.08±0.01
g (AB) g (AB) 0.18±0.01
r (AB) r (AB) 0.21±0.01
i (AB) i (AB) 0.30±0.01
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Figure 5. Extinction- and K-corrected absolute g-band light
curve (top; shifted to approximately the same peak magnitude),
corrected g − r colour evolution (middle) and non-corrected UV
light curve (if available; bottom) of Gaia16apd and six compari-
son events: PS1-11ap (dark red; McCrum et al. 2014), PTF12dam
(blue; Nicholl et al. 2013), SN 2010gx (red; Pastorello et al. 2010),
SN 2011ke (green; Inserra et al. 2013), SN 2015bn (light brown;
Nicholl et al. 2016a) and LSQ12dlf (magenta; Nicholl et al. 2014).
The K-corrections of the comparison events were done using
SNAKE and publicly available spectra. The errors of the g − r
colours of the comparison events have been omitted for clarity.
The reference date is the g-band peak.
nitudes, including UV, are in the Vega system. A complete
log of photometric observations is presented in Tables 1 (op-
tical data), 2 (UV data) and 3 (NIR data). The Swift mag-
nitudes before MJD 57591 have also been reported by Yan
et al. (2016). We note that although the Swift uvw1 and
uvw2 filters suffer from ‘red leak’, i.e. contamination by red-
der photons (Brown et al. 2010), for objects as blue as SLSNe
this is not significant (Brown, private communication).
The optical photometry was K-corrected using the Su-
perNova Algorithm for K-correction Evaluation (SNAKE)
code (Inserra et al. 2016) based on optical spectra of
Gaia16apd. K-corrections in the U band were determined
partially using blackbody fits to the spectra. Swift UV bands
were K-corrected using HST/STIS spectra published by Yan
et al. (2016). NIR bands were not K-corrected, as corrections
using optical spectra were deemed unreliable. For interven-
ing epochs, K-corrections were obtained through polynomial
interpolation. The V-band magnitudes were K-corrected to
the g band for clarity and to facilitate comparisons to other
SLSNe. The K-corrections around the g-band peak are listed
in Table 4.
The absolute magnitudes in all observed bands (after
K- and extinction correction) are presented in Figure 4. In
Figure 5, we also show a comparison between Gaia16apd and
six spectroscopically similar SLSNe – PS1-11ap (McCrum
et al. 2014), PTF12dam (Nicholl et al. 2013), SN 2010gx
(Pastorello et al. 2010), SN 2011ke (Inserra et al. 2013),
SN 2015bn (Nicholl et al. 2016a) and LSQ12dlf (Nicholl et al.
2014) – in g, the g − r colour evolution, and the Swift uvm2
band.
Using a low-order polynomial fit to the absolute g-band
light curve, we obtained the peak epoch MJD = 57549.1
± 0.9 d and peak magnitude Mg,peak = −21.8 ± 0.1 mag.
As shown in Figure 5, in the g-band Gaia16apd declines
faster at early times than the slowly-declining PTF12dam
and similarly to SNe 2010gx and 2011ke, while being opti-
cally slightly brighter at peak. However, it then settles into a
linear decline of 1.9 mag (100 d)−1 at ∼40 d, and the decline
after this point is similar to PTF12dam and SN 2015bn,
making Gaia16apd photometrically intermediate between
the fast- and slowly-declining events. LSQ12dlf evolves in a
similar fashion: it initially resembles SNe 2010gx and 2011ke,
but its decline slows down after ∼ 50 d, although not be-
coming quite as slow as PTF12dam or SN 2015bn during
the observations. Furthermore, the r-band decline of both
Gaia16apd and LSQ12dlf – less than 2 mag (100 d)−1 – is
similar to slowly-declining events from the beginning. Thus
LSQ12dlf seems to be another photometrically intermedi-
ate event and, together with Gaia16apd, suggests a contin-
uum of light-curve properties between the fast- and slowly-
declining type Ic SLSNe. Gaia16apd starts off slightly bluer
in g − r than SN 2010gx, evolving from roughly −0.5 mag at
−15 d to ∼0.1 mag at 40 d. From ∼ 10 days after the maxi-
mum their colour evolution, and that of LSQ12dlf, is similar.
SN 2011ke remains ∼ 0.3 mag redder than Gaia16apd, while
the slow type Ic SLSNe are intially slightly redder but red-
den more slowly.
Gaia16apd reaches an absolute magnitude of Muvm2 =
−23.55±0.22 mag (Vega). However, as host extinction correc-
tion and K-correction in the UV have not been done in earlier
SLSN studies, we here compare them to the non-corrected
absolute magnitude of Muvm2 = −23.25±0.05 mag. As the UV
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magnitudes of the comparison SNe are not K-corrected, we
include uvw1 in the following comparison for the more dis-
tant events, where the observed uvw1 is closer to uvm2 as ob-
served at the redshift of Gaia16apd, z = 0.102. Gaia16apd is
initially roughly a magnitude brighter in the UV than either
PTF12dam or SN 2015bn, another slowly-declining SLSN
with good UV coverage – PTF12dam (at z = 0.107) reaches
Muvm2 = −22.35 ± 0.08 mag and SN 2015bn (z = 0.1136)
reaches Muvm2 = −22.11 ± 0.05 mag. However, eventually
Gaia16apd declines to a brightness similar to them at 10 –
20 d. Out of the fast-declining events of Inserra et al. (2013),
PTF11rks (z = 0.190) reaches Muvm2 = −20.80 ± 0.13 mag
and Muvw1 = −21.21 ± 0.12 mag – other SLSNe in the sam-
ple have no early Swift observations, but are between 0.3
and 1.3 mag fainter than Gaia16apd at 25 – 30 d. One early
epoch of Swift data exists for SN 2010gx (z = 0.23), yield-
ing Muvm2 = −22.48 ± 0.08 mag and Muvw1 = −22.87 ± 0.06
mag at −5.6 d, respectively 0.5 mag and 0.1 mag fainter
than Gaia16apd at this epoch. In the NIR, Gaia16apd and
PTF12dam reach a non-K-corrected MH = −22.16±0.16 and
−22.17±0.07 mag (Vega), respectively, around g-band peak,
but PTF12dam again declines slower afterwards.
2.4 Spectroscopy
Optical long-slit spectroscopic follow-up observations were
performed using NOT/ALFOSC and the Optical System for
Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated Spec-
troscopy (OSIRIS) instrument on the 10.4-m Gran Telesco-
pio Canarias (GTC). The reduction of the NOT/ALFOSC
spectroscopy was done using foscgui or the quba pipeline,
and the reduction of the GTC/OSIRIS spectroscopy was
done using a custom pipeline running standard iraf tasks.
Cosmic rays were removed using lacosmic (van Dokkum
2001). Sensitivity curves were obtained using spectroscopic
standard stars observed during the same night. A complete
log of spectroscopic observations is presented in Table 5.
The spectra are presented in Figure 6, along with a com-
parison to PTF12dam, SN 2010gx, SN 2011ke and LSQ12dlf.
The spectra from −15.5 d to 3.5 d are characterized by the
distinctive O ii absorption lines around 3500 – 4500 A˚, typ-
ical for type Ic SLSNe (Quimby et al. 2011), with gradually
decreasing velocity – the minimum of the λλ4415, 4417 ab-
sorption changes from ∼ −19800 km s−1 to ∼ −15600 km
s−1. No other clear features were identified on top of the hot
continua of the pre-peak spectra. By day 3.5, a weak Fe ii
λ5169 P Cygni profile is visible. By day 22.5, the O ii lines
have been replaced by Fe ii absorption lines, Mg ii λ4481 ab-
sorption and Mg i] λ4571 emission, and the spectra resemble
normal type Ic SNe around maximum light; this transition
is still ongoing on day 13.5. O i λ6156 and λ7774 absorp-
tion is also visible, along with a Ca ii λλ3969, 3750 P Cygni
profile and Mg ii λλ7877, 7896 emission. The photospheric
velocity, measured from the minima of the Fe ii λ5169 ab-
sorption profiles, stays nearly constant between days 3.5 and
44.3, evolving from ∼ 12700 km s−1 to ∼ 12400 km s−1. Such
a nearly flat velocity evolution is common among both fast-
and slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe (Nicholl et al. 2015).
The features described above are common to type Ic
SLSNe; as seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6, our com-
parison SNe show a similar evolution. The O ii absorption
lines in SN 2010gx disappear somewhat faster, indicating
a lower degree of ionization (temperature), as in the other
events in Inserra et al. (2013), where O ii is weak or nonexis-
tent a few days after the g-band peak. The slower-declining
PTF12dam also only shows the O ii lines until a few days
before maximum light. The later evolution (& 15 d) was very
similar in all these events.
Figure 7 shows a clearer comparison between the late-
time spectra of Gaia16apd (at 151.6, 197.9 and 234.1 d)
and the slowly declining SLSNe PTF12dam (at 171 d) and
SN 2015bn (at 295 d). The continuum visible in the late-time
spectra is attributed partially to host galaxy contamina-
tion, since at 197.9 d the SN is approaching the host galaxy
magnitudes. However, as Inserra et al. (2017) pointed out,
such a continuum is often present in the late-time spectra
of slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, possibly due to interac-
tion with a small amount of CSM. Thus the spectra could
be called ‘pseudo-nebular’. The spectrum of Gaia16apd at
these phases is dominated by broad emission lines of cal-
cium ([Ca ii] λλ7291,7324 and the NIR triplet), oxygen ([O
i] λλ6300,6364 and O i λ7776), sodium, magnesium and iron,
at typical FWHM velocities of 10000 km s−1. The excep-
tion to this is the [Ca ii]/[O ii] feature at ∼ 7300 A˚, with
a width of ∼ 4000 km s−1, superposed on another emis-
sion feature similar to O i λ7776 in width. The narrower
peak, visible in the spectra of slowly-declining events, sug-
gests multiple emitting regions contributing to the spectra;
Inserra et al. (2017) attributed it to emission from the in-
ner, slower-moving and more diffuse regions of the ejecta.
The narrower [Ca ii]/[O ii] peak is replaced by a strong
[O i] λλ6300,6364 peak with a width of ∼ 6000 km s−1 be-
tween 166.2 and 234.1 d. A similar evolution takes place in
PTF12dam and SN 2015bn as well, but at a later date (af-
ter ∼ 250 d; Chen et al. 2015; Nicholl et al. 2016b). Apart
from the earlier appearance of the strong [O i] λλ6300,6364
peak, the late-time spectra of Gaia16apd, PTF12dam and
SN 2015bn are strikingly similar, despite their different early
photometric evolution. The similar line ratios imply similar
temperatures and elemental abundances. Unfortunately, no
spectra at such a late phase exist for the other photomet-
rically intermediate event LSQ12dlf (or for SN 2010gx-like
fast events), but at 106 d it does exhibit similar broad emis-
sion lines as Gaia16apd at 151.6 d (Nicholl et al. 2014).
3 ANALYSIS
3.1 SED and bolometric light curve
K- and extinction-corrected magnitudes were converted to
fluxes to construct a spectral enegy distribution (SED) for
each epoch. Polynomial interpolation was used to obtain
fluxes in all bandpasses for epochs where some filters were
not used. The resulting SEDs were found to be in agree-
ment with the UV and optical spectra. Pseudo-bolometric
luminosities were calculated by integrating the SED over the
bands from uvw2 to K, assuming zero flux outside these fil-
ters. A low-order polynomial fit to the pseudo-bolometric
light curve yielded a peak epoch of MJD = 57539.6 ± 1.1 d
and a peak luminosity of 2.9 ± 0.1 × 1044 erg s−1.
Blackbody functions were fitted to the fluxes using the
mpfit routine (Markwardt 2009) in IDL. The evolution of
the blackbody temperature, pseudo-bolometric luminosity
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 6. Spectral evolution of Gaia16apd (top) and a comparison to other type Ic SLSNe, SN 2010gx (Pastorello et al. 2010), PTF12dam
(Nicholl et al. 2013), SN 2011ke (Inserra et al. 2013) and LSQ12dlf (Nicholl et al. 2014) (bottom). The Gaia16apd spectra show prominent
O ii absorption lines at early stages, typical for type Ic SLSNe. Strong, narrow host galaxy lines have been removed from late-time (> 150
d) spectra for clarity. The reference date is the g-band peak after K-correction for Gaia16apd, SN 2011ke and LSQ12dlf, the r-band peak
for PTF12dam and the B-band peak for SN 2010gx.
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Table 5. Log of spectroscopic observations of Gaia16apd.
Phasea MJD Date Instrument Wavelength Slit width Resolution Exposure
(d) (A˚) (arcsec) (km/s) (s)
−18.3 57528.9 2016 May 20.9 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 1800
−15.5 57532.0 2016 May 24.0 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 1800
3.5 57553.0 2016 June 14.0 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.3 900 1500
13.5 57564.0 2016 June 25.0 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 1500
22.5 57573.9 2016 July 4.9 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 1500
32.5 57584.9 2016 July 15.9 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.3 900 1500
44.3 57597.9 2016 July 28.9 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 1800
151.6 57716.2 2016 November 24.2 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 3600
166.2 57732.2 2016 December 10.2 NOT/ALFOSC 3200 – 9600 1.0 700 3600
197.9 57767.2 2017 January 14.2 GTC/OSIRIS 3600 – 7200 1.0 550 3600
197.9 57767.2 2017 January 14.2 GTC/OSIRIS 4800 – 10000 1.0 500 1800
234.1 57807.1 2017 February 23.1 GTC/OSIRIS 4800 – 10000 1.0 500 3600
a Rest-frame days since g-band peak at MJD 57549.1.
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Figure 7. Comparison of late-time spectra of Gaia16apd (black), PTF12dam (blue; Nicholl et al. 2013) and SN 2015bn (light brown;
Nicholl et al. 2016a), demonstrating their similarity. Line identifications are based on Nicholl et al. (2013) and Jerkstrand et al. (2017).
Strong, narrow host galaxy lines have been removed for clarity.
and Lgriz (see below) are presented in Figure 8. The temper-
ature evolved smoothly from ∼19000 K at −18 d to ∼8000 K
at 30 d. The estimated blackbody temperatures of other type
I SLSNe are similar after the g-band peak, around 12000 –
14000 K a few days after the peak, but somewhat cooler than
Gaia16apd before it (e.g. Inserra et al. 2013). This is consis-
tent with how the g − r colour evolution and UV brightness
of Gaia16apd compare to the events in Figure 5.
For the purpose of comparison with the Nicholl et al.
(2015) sample, we have also calculated Lgriz , the luminosity
over the griz filters. The z-band fluxes were estimated by in-
tegrating the SDSS z-band filter over the blackbody function
at each epoch. These were then combined with the gri fluxes
to construct an SED, which was integrated over wavelength
assuming zero flux outside the griz filters, following Inserra
et al. (2013). This griz-bolometric luminosity was expressed
in the form of a magnitude, adapting the standard formula
for the bolometric magnitude:
Mgriz = −2.5log10
Lgriz
3.055 × 1035erg s−1 . (1)
Using a low-order polynomial fit, the griz luminosity
peak epoch was estimated as MJD = 57549.2 ± 0.4 d and the
peak Mgriz as −21.0± 0.1 mag, somewhat brighter than most
fast-declining type Ic SLSNe but fainter than SN 2005ap at
−21.22 (Nicholl et al. 2015). From this fit, we also estimated
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Figure 8. Evolution of the blackbody temperature (a) and the pseudo-bolometric (black) and griz-band (blue) luminosity (b). The red
line in (b) is a magnetar model fit with magnetic field 1.9 × 1014 G, period 1.9 ms and diffusion time 41 d.
the e-folding rise time τrise of the griz-band luminosity as 23
d. The decline time τdec was estimated as 47 d. Both values
must be considered rough estimates, as the multi-band pho-
tometry at our disposal does not cover the phases before -18
d or between 42 and 130 d. The τdec is between the typical
values for fast- and slowly-declining events. The values are,
however, consistent with the empirical τdec ≈ 2τrise relation
(Nicholl et al. 2015).
3.2 Modelling
The injection of rotational energy from the rapid spin-down
of a newborn highly magnetized neutron star (magnetar),
with a magnetic field B in a range of 1014 – 1015 G and an
initial spin period P of a few ms, can significantly boost the
optical luminosity of a SN (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley
2010). Millisecond magnetar models have been successfully
employed to reproduce the light curves of type I SLSNe
(e.g. Chomiuk et al. 2011; Inserra et al. 2013; Lunnan et al.
2016). P determines the rotational energy Ep ' 2 × 1052 erg
× (P/1 ms)−2, while B and P together determine the spin-
down time-scale τp ' 4.7 d ×(P/1 ms)2 × (B/1014 G)−2. The
third input parameter, the diffusion time in the ejecta τm,
is determined by the opacity κ, ejecta mass Mej and kinetic
energy Ek as
τm = 10d
(
Mej
1 M
)3/4 ( Ek
1051 erg
)−1/4 ( κ
0.1 cm2 g−1
)1/2
. (2)
The luminosity evolution L(t) of the SLSN, assuming it to
be dominated by the magnetar power, is then described by
L(t) = 2Ep
τpτm
e−(
t
τm
)2
∫ t
0
1
(1 + t ′/τp)2
e(
t′
τm
)2 t ′dt ′
τm
. (3)
This model was fitted to the pseudo-bolometric light
curve of Gaia16apd until 42 d, applying a grid of input pa-
rameters at intervals of 0.05 ms, 0.05 × 1014 G and 1 d for
P, B and τm respectively, for a total of 8000 fits. The final
parameters were estimated as the average and standard de-
viation of the fits with χ2ν < 2. The resulting parameters were
P = 1.9±0.2 ms, B = 1.9±0.2×1014 G and τm = 41±3 d. The
derived explosion date was MJD = 57512 (from a rest-frame
rise time of 28 d). The best-fitting magnetar light curve is
shown in Figure 8. This fit no longer provides a good match
to the linear decline rate at late times (> 140 d), overesti-
mating the flux by a factor of ∼ 4.5 by 210 d. This may be
due to less efficient trapping of the magnetar energy at these
times. Approximating the rise of the bolometric light curve
using the magnetar fit, the total radiated energy by day 210
is 1.6 × 1051 erg. Using Eq. (5) of Nicholl et al. (2015), we
estimated the ejecta mass as
Mej = 7.7 × 10−7 M ×
(
κ
0.1 cm2 g−1
)−1
v
km s−1
( τm
d
)2
, (4)
where v is approximately the photospheric velocity, mea-
sured using the minima of Fe ii λ5169 absorption lines. As
the velocity evolution of this line is nearly flat, we used
the average velocity between 3.5 and 44.3 d, 12500 km s−1.
Assuming κ = 0.1 cm2 g−1 (shown to be a reasonable as-
sumption for electron-scattering-dominated opacity by In-
serra et al. 2013), the resulting estimated ejecta mass is
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∼ 16 M (with Ek ' 2.5×1052 erg), while with κ = 0.2 cm2 g−1
(full ionization), the result is ∼ 8 M (Ek ' 1.3 × 1052 erg)
– the latter estimate is close to the ejecta masses of some
abnormal type Ic SNe (Valenti et al. 2012; Taddia et al.
2016). A high degree of ionization could be caused by hard
radiation from the magnetar (Metzger et al. 2014).
The kinetic energy has been estimated assuming that
the entire mass of the ejecta is swept up into a thin shell
and moves at the same velocity, which is a reasonable ap-
proximation in the magnetar scenario (Kasen & Bildsten
2010). Nicholl et al. (2017) arrived at a much lower value
of 2.4 × 1051 erg despite very similar magnetar parameters
– which they acknowledged as a probable underestimate, as
they assumed homologous expansion. The ejecta mass and
kinetic energy estimated by Yan et al. (2016) (12 M and
> 2 × 1052 erg, respectively) are closer to ours.
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented observations of Gaia16apd, one of the
closest SLSNe ever discovered (z = 0.102; the only SLSN
reported at a similar distance was PTF10hgi at z = 0.100;
Inserra et al. 2013), in a wavelength range spanning the Swift
UV bands, the optical region and NIR. Spectroscopically
Gaia16apd is a typical type Ic SLSN; photometrically, it is
intermediate between fast-declining type Ic SLSNe such as
SN 2011ke and slowly-declining ones such as PTF12dam.
While its peak absolute magnitudes of Mg = −21.8± 0.1 and
Mgriz = −21.0 ± 0.1 are bright for the fast-declining class,
with a B-band peak of ∼ −21.8 and a decline of ∼ 1.1 mag in
the first 30 d after peak it is close to the Inserra & Smartt
(2014) peak-decline relation for SN 2005ap-like events, i.e.
fast-declining type Ic SLSNe. We do note that Inserra &
Smartt (2014) used a synthetic bandpass around 4000 A˚ and
not the B band. The host galaxy is a faint, low-metallicity
dwarf galaxy consistent with those of other type Ic SLSNe
(Perley et al. 2016).
The nearly constant Fe ii λ5169 line velocity is consis-
tent with a magnetar-powered explosion (Kasen & Bildsten
2010), as the central engine is expected to sweep up most of
the ejecta into a shell instead of the normal homologous ex-
pansion scenario. A dense shell can, however, also be created
in the scenarios powered by CSM interaction (e.g. Chevalier
& Fransson 1994) or a black hole central engine (Dexter &
Kasen 2013). Yan et al. (2016) found a lack of line blanketing
in the UV spectra of Gaia16apd compared to normal SNe,
caused by a lack of iron-group elements such as 56Ni in the
ejecta, and concluded that a PISN scenario was implausible
based on the low 56Ni mass (although, as shown by Nicholl
et al. 2017, the line blanketing is not significantly weaker
than in other SLSNe).
We have thus fitted a magnetar model to the pseudo-
bolometric light curve and obtained best-fit parameters of
P = 1.9±0.2 ms, B = 1.9±0.2×1014 G and τm = 41±3 d. These
values are consistent with those predicted for newborn mag-
netars based on theory (Duncan & Thompson 1992). The
total radiated energy until 210 d is 1.6 × 1051 erg, on the
order of 10 per cent of the estimated kinetic energy. The
rise time to the bolometric peak was estimated as 28 d. The
ejecta mass obtained using τm and the Fe ii λ5169 velocity
is 8 or 16 M, with opacities κ = 0.2 (possible for magnetar-
powered explosions; Metzger et al. 2014) or 0.1 cm2 g−1,
respectively. The ejecta mass and decline time-scale are be-
tween the typical values for fast- and slowly-declining type
Ic SLSNe, but Gaia16apd does conform to a τdec ≈ 2τrise re-
lation. This also suggests a magnetar origin, as such a tight
relation is difficult to explain using CSM interaction mod-
els (by e.g. Chatzopoulos et al. 2012) without fine-tuning the
mass and density of the CSM (Nicholl et al. 2015). However,
the magnetar model no longer provides a good fit to the light
curve after ∼ 140 d, possibly indicating a lessening opacity
and trapping of the magnetar energy over time. Nicholl et al.
(2017) obtained a good fit to their light curve, but without
late-time photometry after 140 d. Figure 8 shows that the
data up to this point do provide a reasonable fit, explaining
the apparent discrepancy.
Gaia16apd exhibited UV magnitudes significantly
brighter than those of slow-declining type Ic SLSNe with
UV coverage. Of the fast-declining events, only SN 2010gx
showed a similar early UV brightness. The pre-peak tem-
perature of Gaia16apd was somewhat higher than usual for
its class, consistently with the early colour evolution and
UV brightness. The only other superluminous event with
a similar temperature and UV-optical colour is the nuclear
transient ASASSN-15lh (Dong et al. 2016), but this transient
was more likely a tidal disruption event than an actual SLSN
(Leloudas et al. 2016). Yan et al. (2016) argued that the lack
of iron-group elements in the outer ejecta is the main reason
for the UV brightness, while Nicholl et al. (2017) showed
that it can simply be explained with the right combination
of magnetar parameters. With our magnetar fit, the central
engine power (which determines the colour of the spectrum
as shown in Figure 11 of Howell et al. 2013) is consistent
with theirs, and we agree with the latter interpretation. This
event highlights the importance of good rest-frame UV cov-
erage. Apart from SN 2010gx and Gaia16apd, other similarly
UV-bright examples are not known so far, possibly because
of insufficient UV observations. SLSNe have been proposed
as standard candles observable at high redshift (Inserra &
Smartt 2014; Scovacricchi et al. 2016), which will require a
robust description and understanding of their UV variabil-
ity.
The late-time spectra at 151.6 and 166.2 d are very
similar to that of PTF12dam at 171 d, with several strong,
broad emission lines of oxygen, magnesium and calcium,
and a narrower emission feature of [Ca ii]/[O ii]. The lat-
ter was attributed by Inserra et al. (2017) to emission from
the inner regions, i.e. from inside the cavity created by the
pulsar wind, and was considered indirect evidence of a cen-
tral engine scenario. The earlier appearance of the strong [O
i] λλ6300,6364 in Gaia16apd compared to slowly-declining
events reflects a faster temperature evolution in the inner
cavity and thus the shorter spin-down time-scale of the mag-
netar. Spectra of SLSNe photometrically more similar to
events such as SN 2010gx at > 100 d are needed to assess how
their late-time evolution fits this picture, but the faster evo-
lution is consistent with a continuum between fast and slow
type Ic SLSNe. Together with the photometric evolution of
Gaia16apd and of LSQ12dlf, intermediate between the fast-
and slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, all this suggests that
the two subclasses form a continuum of properties instead
of having discrete progenitor populations and mechanisms.
Jerkstrand et al. (2017) applied nebular-phase models
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to the late-time spectra of slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe
and showed them to be consistent with & 10 M of oxygen-
rich ejecta, which places a limit of & 40 M on the Wolf-
Rayet progenitor in a single-star scenario. The similarity be-
tween Gaia16apd, PTF12dam and SN 2015bn, and by proxy
other slowly-declining type Ic SLSNe, suggests that this may
also hold true for at least some faster-declining events. For
Gaia16apd, Mej & 10 M is also consistent with our esti-
mate from the magnetar model. PISN and CSM interaction-
dominated models do not seem to match observations of ei-
ther subclass (e.g. Nicholl et al. 2014; McCrum et al. 2014;
Yan et al. 2016; Lunnan et al. 2016), and a millisecond mag-
netar scenario is now widely considered to be the most likely
one for both. However, Inserra et al. (2017) find the slowly-
declining events consistent with a magnetar engine combined
with interaction with a small amount of CSM. In addition
to ejecta mass, the strength of the interaction may be one
of the factors influencing the photometric evolution of type
Ic SLSNe.
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